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In the Name of Allah (SWT), The All-Beneficent, The All-Merciful, and by the Wasila of the Holy 14 Masomeen

AsSalaam Alaikum Respected Community Members,
One of the many benefits that the remembrance of Imam al-Husayn (as) brings every year is a renewed
sense of community. People from all over, regardless of age, culture, language, or gender, unite
together as one to mourn for and commemorate the greatest of tragedies the world has and will ever
see. It is that selflessness and sacrifice that we would like to specifically honor and recognize, and we
send our sincerest thanks and appreciation to all who worked so hard and tirelessly to make these
majalis safe as well as an experience conducive to the aza of Imam al-Husayn(as).
Special thanks to all the volunteers who helped cook and pack the delicious tabbaruk throughout
Ayaame-Aza. We thank the parking team, who spent countless nights working to ensure safe and
efficient traffic flow , while missing the program themselves. Special thanks to all who arranged the
tents for men and women to benefit from the majlis in a socially distanced environment and enjoy the
chai/ tabbaruk outside. Next, we thank the ladies team who coordinated logistics and ensured that all
programs ran smoothly. Special thanks to the A/V team who worked tirelessly to ensure programs were
available online, outside, and throughout Idara. We sincerely thank the volunteers who hosted and
looked after the speakers/scholars who visited. Thanks to the Juloos and #ArbaeeninDC team who
worked to spread the message of Imam al-Husayn (as) to the world, through weeks of planning that led
to another extremely successful Juloos. Lastly, we would like to sincerely thank you, our dear
community, for all of your cooperation and support over these past few months.
As always, we would like to thank the newsletter team for working hard on this publication in an effort
to share the latest updates with the community. We pray to Allah (SWT) to bless each of you and to
keep us all safe in our pursuit of His pleasure in the name of the Awaited Savior, Al-Muntazir(AJFS).
Iltemas-e-Dua
Jafar Rizvi
President, Board of Directors
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Covid-19 Moharram
Starting on Monday August 9, Idara
commenced the 1443/2021 Ayyam-e-Aza
program with in-person majalis, while
finding solutions to accommodate large
numbers of Azadars in a safe and socially
distanced environment. Extensive outdoor
tents with audio visual provisions were set
up to accommodate overflow and for
those azadars who wished to stay
outdoors while still being a part of the
majalis. Additionally, separate men’s and
women’s tents were set up for tabbarruk
distribution/chai
consumption.
The
community was able to attend in-person
while maintaining reasonable numbers of
participants in any one space.
Masks remained a strictly enforced
requirement as well as the enforcement of
no food consumption inside the building.
While drinking of water was allowed, chai
and snacks were set up in tents outside to

accommodate the needs of all those who
were attending.
Additionally, volunteers welcomed Azadars
at the entrance doors with hand sanitizer,
while other volunteers actively sanitized high
touch surfaces throughout the evening
during programs. At the end of each evening,
all surfaces were sprayed again, including all
the chairs used in both the old and new halls.
Alhamdullilah, with cooperation from the
community, we were able to congregate in
large numbers for the entirety of Ayyam-eAza without any COVID-related issues. The
Board of Directors is sincerely grateful to the
community for making the return to Azadari
possible by following the rules set forth by
the management. Further, we are most
grateful to the volunteers and overwhelmed
by their dedication and support, which made
it possible for Idara to provide a safe and
welcoming environment to the community
after almost eighteen months of virtual-only
programs.
something else???
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Building Updates
Ladies Bathroom Renovation - August 2021
Alhamdullilah, in August, we were so pleased to debut the new ladies’ bathroom, which underwent
extensive renovations during the month of July to include removal of the wall between the two
sections of the bathroom, raising of the bulkheads in the sink area which has really given the new
bathroom a much more open feel and a full shower area.
With new finishes throughout, including new tile flooring, built in shoe racks, new storage closets,
natural hard surface countertops, undermount sinks, updated stalls and lighting that has really
brightened up what was previously a very dark space, the ladies of the community have given the
project rave reviews.
The entire renovation project, including labor and materials, was very generously donated by Br.
Reza Damani. This great service to Idara will be utilized and appreciated by our community for many
years to come.
The Board of Directors would also like to sincerely thank Sr. Shabniz Lakhani for donating her time
as Project Manager on this renovation, overseeing the purchasing, scheduling and workmanship.
Her efforts were crucial in ensuring the completion of this project on a tight schedule, to be finished
ahead of the start of Muharram.
This project was dedicated in loving memory of Marhooma Anjuman Asgarali Damani, the beloved
sister of Br. Reza Damani & Sr. Shabniz Lakhani, who passed away in 2014. We kindly request
everyone to recite Surah-e-Fateha for the Esaal-e-Sawab of the Marhooma, may Allah swt reward her
with a high place in Jannah and reward both Br. Reza & Sr. Shabniz generously in this world and in
the next.

Outside Lighting Improvement
To improve the outdoor lighting around the Idara properties, for increased safety and visibility,
additional light poles were installed by BGE around the multipurpose court, ramp leading down to
the rear parking lot, and in the middle of the lower parking lot. Additionally, all the bulbs on new and
existing poles were replaced with energy efficient LED bulbs. BGE is responsible for the
maintenance of the poles, light fixtures, and the bulbs.
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Drive for Afghan
Refugees
By Samina Sabir

Over the course of Aug 28 to Sept 11, Who is
Hussain Maryland partnered with Idara-e-Jaferia to
collect donations for incoming Afghan Refugees. As
a result of the takeover in Afghanistan, many Afghan
families fled the country in hopes of finding safety in
other parts of the world. Many refugees were able to
come to America, but came with nothing but the
clothes on their backs. Who is Hussain partnered
with Idara-e-Jaferia in order to collect donations for
these Afghan refugees. The community here,
immediately started donating items that were listed
from the first day that we started this campaign, all
the way until the very last day. Through donation
efforts, we collected clothes, hygiene products, baby
products and non-perishable food items. Each time
one of our team members checked on the bins
where the items were to be dropped off, the bins
were overflowing with donations. Donations were
sorted and packed, then transported to Virginia,
where they were sorted one more time and then
directly given to refugees staying at the Dulles Expo
Center. The community was so supportive and
made this drive a huge success! It was extremely
helpful to have a central location for everyone to be
able to bring their donations, especially during this
time. During these months of Muharram and Safar,
we mourn the loss of Hussain ibn Ali (as) and look
at his life for lessons and ways that we can apply his
sacrifice to our daily lives. One of the major
takeaways Who is Hussain MD has from his life is to
always help those around you, especially those who
are less fortunate than we are. Hussain Ibn Ali (as),
called out on the day of Ashura, “Is there anyone
there to help me?” We are here, and we are ready to
serve in Hussain Ibn Ali’s name.

something else???

Who is Hussain Maryland is looking forward to
partnering with Idara on future projects.
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From the Sidewalks of Manhattan to the
Streets of DC - A Perspective on Juloos
by Nehal Naqvi

Flags of Imam Hussain (AS) hang high for all to
see. Banners of Bibi Zainab (SA) and Hazrat Abbas
(AS) line up across the room. Pamphlets on
Karbala scatter the tables, ready for distribution.
Every year, it’s an all-hands-on-deck effort among
the Idara-e-Jaferia youth to prepare for the
Arbaeen Juloos in Washington, DC. While it's
important to recognize the efforts of our
community, it’s even more imperative to reflect where have we come from, and where can we go
from here.
The initial seeds of the Arbaeen Juloos were
planted more than 30 years ago in a community
200 miles away. Br. Ali Abbas Rizvi, father of Br.
Adil Rizvi, had been a regular participant of the
juloos in New York City. The procession brought
the Shi'a Azadar of the New York Tri-State area
together in remembrance of Imam Hussain AS.
Br. Ali Abbas Rizvi saw the potential to bring Idarae-Jaferia’s juloos to the streets of DC, showing the
nation's capital the same fervor. Through
coordination with local and federal government
officials, he was able to do this, securing the route
between Dupont Circle and Lafayette Park, in front
of the White House. Idara’s first juloos was held in
1990, with nearly 300 people in attendance.
Even though Br. Ali Abbas Rizvi is no longer with
us (may Allah (SWT) have mercy on his soul), the
Arbaeen juloos continues on.. With the
collaborative efforts of Br. Ali Abbas Rizvi's sons,
led by Br. Adil Rizvi, volunteers of Idara-e-Jaferia
and Team ArbaeenInDC, this year's procession in
DC was one of the biggest ones yet, with over 3000
people in attendance.
Leading up to the event, the Idara Youth engaged
in their annual #ArbaeenInDC social media
campaign, collecting video testimonials from

children in the community. Children were asked to
answer prompts, such as Why do you love Imam
Hussain (AS)? What did Imam Hussain (AS) teach
you? Why are you walking for Imam Hussain (AS)?
Over the years, the ArbaeenInDC team has hosted
comprehensive outreach workshops with many
scholars, such as Shaikh Hasanain Mir, Moulana
Syed Asad Jafri, and Shaikh Abdul Jaleel Nawee.
These trainings focused on introducing Imam
Hussain (AS) and the tragedy of Karbala to nonMuslims. With this preparation behind them, 26
outreach volunteers took to the streets, explaining
unfamiliar concepts like the noha, matam, and
alam present before the public.
Past the preliminary groundwork, the youth were in
action throughout the Juloos. Among chants of
‘Ooncha Rahe Apna Alam’ and ‘Hussain Hussaina’,
the youth could be seen livestreaming on social
media, holding signs and banners, distributing
tabarruk and water, and passing out pens and
cards to the public. Their efforts paid off when a
few non-Muslim as well as non-Shi'a individuals
used #ArbaeenInDC to tag the procession on their
social media platforms, Alhamdulilah! According to
several outreach volunteers, many onlookers were
inspired after learning about Imam Hussain's (AS)
sacrifice and timeless message.
Moving
forward,
the
Idara
Youth
and
#ArbaeenInDC will work to better reach out to
neighboring Shi’a institutions and encourage their
participation in the procession. Along with
amplifying our presence on social media and
growing our base of volunteers, we look forward to
increase on the diversity and growth of the
Arbaeen Juloos for years to come, insha’Allah!
If you would like to become involved with the Idara Youth or
ArbaeenInDC, please contact jaferia.youth.md@gmail.com
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Azadari Transcending
Cultures
by Habeeba Shabbir

Azadari (Persian:  )عزاداریmeans mourning and lamentation,
it has been cultivated into the Shia identity in every corner of
the world. Culture syncretized with religious beliefs lead to the
modern forms of Azadari we see today. From Russia to
Ghana there is a lover of Allah, His Prophet (S), and his Ahlul
Bayt, who commemorates the tragedy of Imam Hussain. Their
ways of azadari may differ but the fundamental manner stays
constant.
Thousands of remembrances occur on the day of Ashura
worldwide. In the most pronounced place of commemoration,
Iraq, specifically Karbala, the followers of Imam Hussain
gather and flock to the Holy Shrine of their Imam to lament his
tragedy with the banging of drums, beating of chests, clashing
of chains, and recitation of poetry. In Russia, men walk
through the streets pronouncing their faith as the women stay
seated absorbing the grief through poetry being recited. A
collective group of Khowjas (Indians) and ethnic Ghanaians
gather at a soccer field in Ghana to chant “Labbaik Ya
Hussain” and do Mataram. The commemoration of Imam
Hussain in Lebanon is not just a procession but a movement;
all the azadars are organized in rows and columns as they
raise their hands to pledge their allegiance to Imam Hussain.
Azerbaijan holds a gathering of large numbers of Hussainis at
the Heydar Mosque. something
The Indian Subcontinent,
mainly Pakistan
else???
and India, honor Imam Hussain with mataam a form of
organized grievance, raising alams (flags), crying prompted by
poetry, and the reiterating of the tragedy befallen on the family
of Prophet Muhammad (SAW). In North America crowds
gather to walk in public to express their beliefs and love for
their Imam Hussain; different ethnic groups incorporate
traditions from their respective cultures to emulate the
essence of these holy days of grieving.
Nonetheless, the flag of Hazrat Abbas is raised high
transcending through cultures and time; no remembrance of
Karbala is complete without the flag of Hazrat Abbas. This
flag remains flying high, it remains as a universal embodiment
of haq; what is right and what will remain the truth.
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The Torch of Karbala
by Fareeha Amir

The tragedy of Karbala is the most memorable
event in history that is remembered by millions
every year. But it happened in a desert, away
from cities, and 1400 years ago. However, the
stories are still told to us like they happened
yesterday. So, how was this possible? Imam
Hussain began the revolution by giving his life,
but it was the prisoners of Karbala that relayed
his message, and made it everlasting.

Sayida Zaynab and Umm Kulthoom (sa)
never let anyone around them forget about
the tragedy of Karbala. They delivered his
message in a miraculous way that spread
like wildfire in the region, and still burns in
our hearts 1400 years later.
They lit the torch that is still burning today,
and the entire religion of Islam is standing
because of the bravery and courage they
had to speak up and lead the caravan.

Even though Sayida Zaynab and Umm Kulthoom
(sa) were put in chains and ropes, it didn’t stop
them from delivering sermons that shook entire
cities. More powerful than today’s news
publications and social media were the sermons
and statements given in the city of Kufa, in the
court of Ibn Ziyad and in front of more than 700
ambassadors in the cursed court of Yazid.
These daughters of Imam Ali (as) spoke in his
tone and matched his eloquence in their speech.
They spoke out against the killing of Imam
Hussain (as) and the injustices his killers had
done.

something else???

“You have killed the best of men succeeding the
Prophet (S), while mercy has departed away
from your hearts.
Beware, verily the Party of Allah alone shall be
the successful ones and verily the party of
Shaitan are the losers.” excerpt of sermon of
Umm Kulthoom in Kufa
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Ghaybat of Our Awaited
by Amena Talajawala

In every era since the death of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), there has been a divinely appointed
Imam to guide the lovers of Ahlul-Bayt. The Imam of our time is the 12th and final Imam, Imam Mahdi
(atf). But unlike in the other eras, we - the followers of the Imam - do not have the privilege of simply
going to the Imam of our time and meeting him, as he is in ghaibat, or occultation. Almost all of us
are familiar with the Ghaibat-e-Kubra, or the Major Occultation, which is currently going on. Before the
beginning of this ghaibat, Imam Mahdi underwent Ghaibat-e-Sughra, or the Minor Occultation. This
period was shorter, and occurred towards the beginning of the Imam’s life.
Ghaibat-e-Sughra lasted for 67 years, starting with the moment Imam Mahdi (atf) received the
Imamate at five years old - after the martyrdom of his father, our 11th Imam, Imam Hasan-al-Askari
(as). During this time, the Imam was able to be contacted through the four Safeera, or message
carriers, of the Imam. These Safeers were selected by the Imam himself. However, following the
death of the last Safeera in 329 AH, Ghaibat-e-Kubra began and Imam Mahdi (atf) has not been
generally reachable since then. He will remain in Ghaibat-e-Kubra until he is to return by the will of
Allah.
Imam Mahdi (atf) was the youngest of our Imams, becoming the Imam at an age of 5. The tyrants of
the time targeted him, and for these reasons, Imam Mahdi (atf) went into occultation (by the will of
Allah), in order to preserve his life and the message of Islam. He remains in occultation today, to act
as a guide for us and continue to preserve Islam.
It is important to remember: even though we cannot see him, the Imam of our time can see, hear and
feel us. We should recite duas to remain connected to him, and pray for his swift reappearance. We
should also take out sadaqa for his safety and consider his wish in every decision we make in our day
to day affairs. Even doing simple things like being aware of the Imam (and allowing that awareness to
something
else???
positively impact our actions) is incredibly important. Doing good
deeds, like
donating money, caring
for the poor, and even being kind in our day to day lives is important to staying connected to Imam
Mahdi (atf). Doing such things and connecting with the 12th Imam is key to staying connected to
Allah (swt) as a whole. We should continue to do dua that we are chosen as the supporters of the
12th Imam, and that we can stand by him when he reappears, inshAllah. Until such a time, we should
continue to prepare ourselves for supporting our Imam if we are lucky to be so chosen.

Surah-e-Fateha Request
Please recite Surah-e-Fateha for all marhoomeen and remember them in your
duas as we await the reappearance of our Imam (atfs). May the mercy of Allah
(swt) by the wasila of Ahlulbayt (as) grant them the highest place in Jannah.
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The Importance of the Arba’een Walk:

Humanity and Spirituality during Arba’een Post-Covid
by Aelia Thakkar

This year the Arba'een Walk saw followers from all over the
world return, despite complications caused last year by COVID19. Reportedly, upwards of 16 million azadaar were present from
nations such as the U.S., the U.K., India, Iran, Yemen, Egypt, etc.
The revival of Arba'een in person is sacred to many, and indeed,
was a highly influential occurrence within Shi'a communities
worldwide. Arba'een is one of the most acknowledged events in
the Shi'a Islamic sphere, with a social impact so huge those
outside of Shi'ism are inclined to participate.
The annual walk from Najaf to Karbala, commonly known as the
Arba’een Walk, is a 50-plus miles pilgrimage on foot observed by
Shi’a Muslims and other devotees of the Ahl-ul-Bayt. In the
weeks leading up to Arba’een (20th Safar), millions flock to Iraq
and spend their first days in Najaf: at the shrine of Imam Ali,
traveling to Kadhemayn, attending sermons and majalis, and
preparing themselves to undertake the three-day walk. When the
azadaar finally begin their walk, they tread on a path lined with
tents, buildings, tea stalls, and volunteers (local and
international) who dedicate their time and energy entirely to
ensuring that the visitors of Imam Husayn are comfortable. The
environment created by those present during the walk—the
volunteers at maukhibs, the residents lining the streets handing
out water and spraying cool mist, those who walk and pull their
children in wagons behind them—is unparalleled by any other
phenomenon in the modern world. The Arba’een Walk inspires
followers from all walks of life to leave their worldly tethers
behind and to become their best selves; the interactions
between peoples on the path are appreciative, loving, and
inclusive. Under the bright sun during the day and the moon and
string lights at night, the walkers approach Karbala. The
numbers on the marking posts tick higher and higher, signaling
the nearing end of one of the most spiritual and humanistic
experiences believers can hope to engage in. Upon arriving at
the entrance of Karbala, azadaar witness streets packed and
bustling with visitors moving between shrines and monuments
across the city. The walk comes to a close with the visitation of
the haram of Imam Husayn and Hazrat Abbas' adjacent shrine,
and so the ziyarat of Karbala begins.
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Trivia Word Scramble

Unscramble for Answers!
1.) MLIISA
2.) ADKAF
3.) ANNHUY
4.) FIANT
5.) UYSHBAR

6.) AAHISFH/JIAAHSJAYD
7.) ZDYA
8.) ISMAHEATCMT
9.) HDNAYKMAI
10.) ANUMM

1.) ISMAIL 2.) FADAK 3.) HUNAYN 4.) FITNA 5.) SHUBAYR 6.) SAHIFAH/SAJJADIYAH 7.) ZAYD 8.) MATHEMATICS 9.)KADHIMAYN 10.)MAMUN 11.) MARIA/QIBTIYYAH
12.) ABULHASAN 13.) TAFSIR/ASKARI 14.) KUBRA

1. Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) was a descendent of __________________, who was also
a prophet years before him.
2. Bibi Fatima (sa) made a famous sermon advocating for the return of
__________________ (her inheritance from Rasulallah) back to her.
3. Despite most of the Muslim army fleeing the Battle of __________________, Imam Ali
(as) was still able to secure victory for Islam.
4. Imam Hasan’s (as) abdication of the caliphate to Muawiya (la) was (among other
reasons) to end the First __________________.
5. Imam Husayn (as) is thought to be mentioned in the Torah as __________________.
6. Imam Zayn al Abidin (as) compiled one of the most thorough and meaningful
religious books in Islam, known as __________________-e-__________________.
7. Imam Muhammad al-Baqir (as) faced opposition from his brother
__________________, who took a more political approach to leadership while Imam
Baqir took a more spiritual one like his father.
8. Imam Jafar as-Sadiq (as) was heavily involved in the study of __________________
and science, establishing the first Islamic university.
9. The city of __________________ in Iraq is named after Imam Musa al-Kadhim (as), and
is the location of his shrine.
10. Imam Ali un-Ridha (as) was named the successor of __________________ in order to
dispel Shi’a revolts, but his appointment only brought more attention and popularity
to Shi’ism.
11. Imam Taqi al-Jawad’s (as) mother Kayzaran was a descendent of
__________________ al-__________________, with whom Rasulallah had his son Ibrahim.
12. Imam Hadi un-Naqi (as) was given the surname __________________, similar to his
grandfather Imam Ridha (as) and his great-grandfather Imam al-Kadhim (as).
13. Imam Hasan al-Askari (as) attempted to reach out to his followers even under
house arrest through works that are now called __________________ al__________________.
14. Imam Mahdi, Sahibuzaman (atf) is expected to remain in Ghaybat al__________________ until Allah decides he is needed to restore justice to this world.

11.) RAAIM/YIIHQBTAY
12.) ALUANSABH
13.) TAFIRS/RKSAAI
14.) RKUAB
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https://jaferia.org/donations/playground-project/

Join the Al-Muntazir Team!!
Join our team by emailing ms@jaferia.org
All are welcome to join with
any level of experience!

If you would like to make a suggestion or
volunteer, please visit:
https://jaferia.org/forms/
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